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Abstract
We discuss the phenomenology of models of dynamical electroweak sym-
metry breaking which attempt to generate the observed fermion mass spec-
trum. After briefly describing the variety of and constraints on proposed
models, we concentrate on the signatures of colored pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone
bosons and resonances at existing and proposed colliders. These particles
provide a possibly unique signature: strongly produced resonances associated
with electroweak symmetry breaking.
Subgroup report for the “Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and Beyond the
Standard Model” working group of the DPF Long Range Planning Study. This
report will appear as a chapter in Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and Beyond the
Standard Model, edited by T. Barklow, S. Dawson, H.E. Haber, and J. Siegrist, to
be published by World Scientific.
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1 Introduction
The standard SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge theory of the electroweak interactions is in
good agreement with all current experimental data. Nonetheless, there is no evi-
dence to show which mechanism is responsible for the breakdown of this symmetry
to the U(1) of electromagnetism.
It is usually assumed that electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is due to the
vacuum expectation value of one or more fundamental scalars which are doublets
of SU(2)L. This explanation is unsatisfactory for a number of reasons:
• In all such theories there must be at least one physical degree of freedom
remaining from the fundamental scalar doublet(s), the Higgs boson. As yet, there
is no direct evidence for the existence of such a state.
• These models do not give a dynamical explanation of electroweak symmetry
breaking. Instead, the potential must be adjusted to produce the desired result.
•When embedded in theories with additional dynamics at higher energy scales,
these theories are technically unnatural [1]. For example, in the context of Grand
Unified Theories (GUTs) radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass(es) give
contributions proportional to large (GUT-scale) masses. The Higgs mass must be
“fine tuned” to be of order the weak scale.
• Theories of fundamental scalars are thought to be “trivial” [2], i.e. it is not
possible to construct an interacting theory of scalars (in four dimensions) which
is valid to arbitrarily short distance scales. Rather, a theory of scalars must be
viewed as a low-energy effective theory. New physics must enter below the energy
scale of the “Landau-pole” of the scalar theory.
This last consideration implies that, whether or not a Higgs boson exists, there
must be new physics beyond the standard one-Higgs doublet model at some (pos-
sibly exponentially high) energy scale. In this sense, theories with a weakly cou-
pled Higgs, including the ever-popular minimal supersymmetric standard model,
simply allow one to postpone answering the question of what is responsible for
electroweak symmetry breaking (and other related questions such as the origin of
fermion masses) up to very high energies.
In theories of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, such as technicolor [3,
4], EWSB is due to chiral symmetry breaking in an asymptotically-free, strongly-
interacting, gauge theory with massless fermions. Unlike theories with fundamental
scalars, theories of dynamical EWSB are natural. Like the QCD scale, ΛQCD, the
weak scale arises by dimensional transmutation and can be exponentially smaller
than, say, the GUT or Planck scales. Furthermore, non-Abelian gauge theories
may make sense as fundamental theories.
In the simplest technicolor theory one introduces a left-handed weak-doublet of
“technifermions”, and the corresponding right-handed weak-singlets; both trans-
form as N ’s of a strong SU(N)TC technicolor gauge group. The global chiral
symmetry respected by the strong technicolor interactions is SU(2)L × SU(2)R.
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When the technicolor interactions become strong, the chiral symmetry is broken to
the diagonal subgroup, SU(2)V , producing three Nambu-Goldstone bosons which
become, via the Higgs mechanism, the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W
and Z. Because the left-handed and right-handed techni-fermions carry different
electroweak quantum numbers, the electroweak interactions break down to elec-
tromagnetism. If the F -constant of the theory, the analog of fpi in QCD, is chosen
to be 246 GeV, then the W mass has its observed value. Furthermore, since the
symmetry structure of the theory is precisely the same as that of the standard one
Higgs-doublet model, the remaining SU(2)V “custodial” symmetry insures that
MW = MZ cos θW .
In addition to the “eaten” Nambu-Goldstone bosons, such a theory will give
rise to various resonances, the analogs of the ρ, ω, and possibly the σ, in QCD.
The phenomenology of an SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R → SU(2)V model in general, and of
resonances of this sort in particular, are discussed in ref. 5. However, the symme-
try breaking sector must also couple to the ordinary fermions, allowing them to
acquire mass. In models of a strong electroweak symmetry breaking sector there
must either be additional flavor-dependent gauge interactions [6, 7], the so-called
“extended” technicolor (ETC) interactions, or Yukawa couplings to scalars [32] (as
in the standard model) which communicate the breaking of the chiral symmetry
of the technifermions to the ordinary fermions. The most popular type of strong
EWSB model which attempts to explain the masses of all observed fermions con-
tains an entire family of technifermions with standard model gauge couplings. Such
models are referred to as one-family models. While this is a reasonable starting
point for model building, given the family structure of the observed fermions, a
variety of other possibilities have been explored.
Models containing more than one doublet of technifermions have a global sym-
metry group larger than SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R. Therefore chiral symmetry break-
ing produces additional (pseudo-)Nambu-Goldstone bosons (PNGBs), other than
those required to provide the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W and Z.
Furthermore, the models typically possess a larger variety of resonances than the
one-doublet model. The phenomenology of arbitrary color-neutral PNGBs and
resonances is similar to that discussed in ref. 5 or, in the case of color-neutral
charged PNGBs, to that of the extra scalars in “two-Higgs” models. Therefore, in
this work, we will largely be concerned with the properties of colored resonances
and PNGBs. These models have a possibly unique signature: resonances associ-
ated with the electroweak symmetry breaking sector which are strongly produced.
Hadron colliders will be especially important for searching for signatures of such
colored particles associated with EWSB.
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2 A Field Guide to Models
In this section we survey models with a dynamical EWSB sector, and summarize
some of the novel physics that may be necessary in a model consistent with present
data. We do not consider any of the models discussed in this section to be a
complete theory of EWSB — in fact most of these models are ruled out by one or
more of the problems listed below. Their main value lies in illustrating some of the
possible physics which may appear in a complete dynamical theory of EWSB.
Models incorporating ETC interactions ran into trouble with flavor changing
neutral currents (FCNCs) [7, 8] in the early 1980’s. For example, models with flavor
dependent ETC gauge couplings generically produce four-fermion interactions like:
L4f = g
2
ETCc
2
θs
2
θ
2M2ETC
(sLγµdL) (sLγ
µdL) , (1)
where cθ and sθ are the cosine and sine of a model-dependent mixing angle; and
METC and gETC are the ETC gauge boson mass and coupling respectively. The
interaction in equation (1) contributes to the KL − KS mass splitting, and in
order that this contribution be smaller than the short-distance, standard model
contribution, we must have (taking the mixing angle to be equal to the Cabibbo
angle):
METC
gETC
> 200TeV . (2)
On the other hand, the mass of an ordinary fermion is expected to be given by
mf ≈ g
2
ETC < ΨΨ >
M2ETC
, (3)
where Ψ is the technifermion field [6, 7]. If we assume that the TC dynamics is
QCD-like, we can estimate the technifermion condensate by scaling from QCD [9]:
< ΨΨ >≈ 4πF 3 . (4)
Given that F cannot be larger1 than 246 GeV, it is impossible to generate a large
enough mass for the s quark (much less the c quark) using the above relations.
Two possible solutions to the conflict between large fermion masses and small
FCNCs were proposed in the mid and late 1980’s. The first solution was to make
the TC gauge coupling run slower than in QCD (this behavior was dubbed walking)
[10]. This has the effect of making the technifermion condensate much larger than
scaling from QCD suggests, so that for a fixed quark or lepton mass, the necessary
mass scale for ETC gauge bosons is increased, thus suppressing FCNCs. The
1Having more than one doublet, or having technifermions in higher representations of SU(2)L,
reduces the value of F needed to generate the correct W mass.
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second solution was to build a Glashow-Illiopoulos-Maiani (GIM) [11] symmetry
into the ETC theory (this is sometimes called TechniGIM) [12, 30, 40]. This
mechanism allows for ETC scales as low as 1 TeV.
A further problem is how to produce a large isospin splitting for the t and b
quark masses without producing large isospin splitting in the W and Z masses
[13]. Isospin splitting in the gauge sector is described by the radiative correction
parameter T (a.k.a. ∆ρ∗), which is tightly constrained by experimental data.
A completely different alternative for model building is to include a scalar
that couples to both fermions and technifermions in the model [32]. This has the
advantage that it allows for a standard GIM symmetry, and can produce acceptable
isospin splitting. The scalar may be kept light by supersymmetry [36], or it may
be a composite, formed by some strong (fine-tuned) four-fermion interaction, for
example [14]. The latter possibility arises in models with strong ETC interactions
[15], which can be a natural result of walking, since walking implies that the TC
coupling remains large out to the scale where TC is embedded in ETC. Scalars or
strong ETC interactions are also helpful in producing large top quark masses.
A further twist on the TC scenario goes under the rubric of multiscale models
[16]. The original idea was that technifermions in different representations of the
TC gauge group should condense at different scales, thus producing more than one
scale of EWSB. (Higher dimension TC representations may be useful for producing
walking couplings.) Multiple EWSB scales can also be produced in other ways.
For example in walking and/or strong ETC models, the effects of QCD interactions
can produce a large splitting between techniquarks and technileptons [17].
An additional challenge for TC models was noticed more recently [18]: mod-
els with QCD-like dynamics tend to produce large positive contributions to the
electroweak radiative correction parameter S which grow with the number of tech-
nicolors and the number of technidoublets, while experiments tend to prefer small
values for S. There are several possibilities for evading this problem. There may
simply be very few technifermions which contribute to EWSB, so that the contri-
bution to S is small. Alternatively, mechanisms can be invented which produce a
negative contribution to S: the technifermions may have exotic electroweak quan-
tum numbers [19], or the TC dynamics can be sufficiently unlike QCD so as to
invalidate the naive scaling-up of QCD phenomenology [20, 21, 37]. Both of these
alternatives usually also rely on some form of isospin breaking. This makes multi-
scale models potentially very useful since the bulk of the isospin breaking necessary
to produce a negative contribution to S can occur in the lowest EWSB scale [21],
whereas the T parameter is sensitive to isospin breaking at the highest EWSB
scale.
The most recent problem for ETC models arises from the measurement of the
Z → bb partial width at LEP [22, 43]. The experiments find a partial width which
is slightly larger than the standard model prediction, while almost all the ETC
models that have been constructed so far produce a correction which further re-
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duces this width. The sign of the correction is a consequence of the almost universal
assumption that SU(2)L commutes with the ETC gauge group. The alternative,
where SU(2)L is embedded in the ETC gauge group, may be interesting, since this
reverses the sign of the correction [43]. (Models with scalars and/or strong ETC,
can make the ETC correction unobservably small [23].)
Table 1: Field guide to models summary table. The abbreviated headings are: the
number of technicolors (Ntc), the dimension of the representation which condenses to
break the electroweak gauge symmetry (d), the number of doublets (Nd), the pattern
of electroweak symmetry breaking [48], the presence of a walking technicolor coupling,
scalars and/or strong ETC (SETC), multiscale (MS), GIM suppression of flavor chang-
ing neutral currents, or non-commuting (NC) ETC and weak gauge groups.
ref. Ntc d Nd pattern walking SETC MS GIM NC
24 4 5 12 O
√
25 6 6 4 O
26 2 4 4 Sp
√ √ √
27 5 5 >3 O
28 3 3 7 SU
29 N N >3 SU
30 N N >3 SU
√
31 4 4 1 SU
√ √
32 N N 1 SU
√ √
33 6 6 1 SU
√ √
34 7 7 4 O
35 2 2 8 Sp
√
36 N N 1 SU
√ √
37 6 15 10 SU
√ √
38 4 5 12 O
√ √
39 2 2 1 Sp
√ √
40 N N 1 SU
√
41 2 1 8 SU
√ √ √
42 2 2 4 Sp
√ √ √
43 N N >3 SU
√ √
Some of the ideas mentioned here rely heavily on non-QCD-like dynamics (i.e.
walking, composite scalars, strong ETC, multiple scales). The flip-side of relying
on non-QCD-like models is that the more unlike QCD the dynamics is, the more
unreliable the calculation is. This brings us face-to-face with the central problem
of building models for strong EWSB: writing down a model Lagrangian is not
enough, since there are strong interactions involved, at present we usually have to
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guess at the qualitative features of the model.
In order to summarize the status of model building, we have produced Table
1. Of course we cannot hope to present the intricacies of these models in tabular
form. For models with more than one type of TC representation, the number of
doublets shown is only approximate. The table is not complete, but it is hopefully
representative, and provides a quick overview of the types of models which have
been (at least partially) explored.
3 Particle Spectrum, Masses and Couplings
3.1 Particle spectrum and gauge quantum numbers
In non-minimal technicolor models one expects that the presence of colored techni-
fermions will result in a spectrum of PNGBs (P ’s) and vector resonances (ρT ’s and
ωT ), some of which may carry color quantum numbers. These particles may be
classified by their SU(3)C and SU(2)V quantum numbers as shown in Table 2.
Hereafter we will follow the nomenclature defined in EHLQ [44].
Table 2: Spectrum of particles in non-
minimal technicolor models.
SU(3)C SU(2)V Particle
1 1 P 0′ , ωT
1 3 P 0,± , ρ0,±T
3 1 P 0′3 , ρ
0′
T3
3 3 P 0,±3 , ρ
0,±
T3
8 1 P 0′8 (ηT ) , ρ
0′
T8
8 3 P 0,±8 , ρ
0,±
T8
The minimal technicolor model [3] includes the three Nambu-Goldstone bosons
that give rise to the longitudinal components of the weak gauge bosons and the color
neutral ρT and ωT [45]. Since we will pursue physics beyond the minimal model we
will focus on the extra color-neutral PNGBs and the colored particles, excepting
the color triplets (P3, ρT3) which have the same phenomenology as leptoquarks
and, as such, will be studied in ref. 46 in the case where the leptoquarks decay
predominantly in the first and second generation fermions.
3.2 Masses
We consider here the three main contributions to the masses of the particles listed
in Table 2: strong TC interactions, QCD interactions, and ETC interactions. In
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the limit where standard model interactions and ETC interactions are turned off,
the PNGBs would be massless and the techni-vector-mesons (ρT and ωT ) would
have masses set by the scale(s) of the TC interaction. Given the possibility of
multiscale models (as discussed in section 2), these masses could conceivably range
from 100 GeV to 2 TeV.
Turning on QCD interactions causes the color octet PNGBs to receive mass
contributions from graphs with a single gluon exchange. The calculation of the
PNGB masses parallels that of the π+-π0 mass splitting in QCD [47, 48]. Recall
that to leading order in the fine structure constant:
m2pi+ −m2pi0 = αM2QCD . (5)
whereMQCD is a strong interaction parameter that must be taken from experiment.
The analogous result for the octet PNGBs (P 0,±,′8 ) is [48]:
m2P8 |QCD = 3αsM2TC . (6)
For SU(N) TC models with QCD-like dynamics we can estimate the parameter
MTC by scaling up QCD and using large N arguments, which gives [48]:
MTC ≈ 8F√
N
, (7)
where F is the TC analog of fpi. Equations (6) and (7) suggest mass contributions
for octet PNGBs in the range 200-400 GeV. There is a similar contribution to the
masses of color triplet PNGBs [48], with the 3 in equation (6) replaced by 4/3.
We expect additional uncertainties for models (multiscale, walking, strong ETC)
where the TC dynamics is quite different from QCD.
Finally, turning on the ETC interactions can give rise to masses for the color
singlet PNGBs. Although the ETC contributions to the PNGB masses are en-
tirely model dependent, we expect, based on Dashen’s formula [49], that these
contributions have the following form:
m2P |ETC ≈
< ΨΨΨΨ >
F 2Λ2f
, (8)
where Ψ is the technifermion field, and Λf ≡ METC/gETC is the ETC scale as-
sociated with an ordinary fermion f . Assuming that the vev of the four-fermion
operator factorizes, we have:
mP |ETC ≈ < ΨΨ >
FΛf
. (9)
Recalling that the standard estimate of an ordinary fermion mass is:
mf ≈ < ΨΨ >
Λ2f
, (10)
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we can write
mP |ETC ≈ mf
F
Λf . (11)
If there exists a consistent dynamical model of EWSB which can produce a
heavy enough t quark, then using a t quark mass of 170 GeV, F of 123 GeV,
and an ETC scale at least as large as the technicolor scale of a TeV, we have a
contribution to the PNGB mass of the order of a TeV! Alternatively using the c
(s) quark, and an ETC scale of 100 TeV (necessary in order to suppress FCNCs)
we have a contribution of 1.2 TeV (136 GeV). Thus it may not be surprising if
PNGBs are not found at colliders any time soon.
3.3 Gauge couplings
The gauge couplings of the PNGBs and vector resonances are determined by their
quantum numbers. The relevant vertices are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3: Three and four-point electroweak gauge couplings.
γµ[Zµ] γµγν
P+P− −ie[ e(1−2 sin2 θw)2 sin θw cos θw ](p+ − p−)µ 2ie2gµν
P+8aP
−
8b −ie[ e(1−2 sin
2 θw)
2 sin θw cos θw
](p+ − p−)µδab 2ie2gµνδab
ρ+8Taαρ
−
8Tbβ ie[
e
tan θw
]((p+ − p−)µgαβ+ p−αgβµ − p+βgαµ)δab ie2(gανgβµ + gβνgαµ − 2gαβgµν)δab
Table 4: Three and four-point QCD gauge couplings.
gcµ gcµgdν
P+,0,′8a P
−,0,′
8b −gfabc(pa − pb)µ ig2(facefbde + fadefbce)gµν
ρ+,0,′8Taαρ
−,0,′
8Tbβ −gfabc((pa−pb)µgαβ−paβgαµ+pbαgβµ) ig2((facefbde + fadefbce)gµνgαβ −
facefbdegναgµβ − fadefbcegµαgνβ)
3.4 Strong couplings
Here we assume that we can scale the strong coupling obtained from ρ → ππ in
QCD to estimate the strong coupling between ρT ’s and P ’s in a technicolor model:
αρT =
g2ρT
4π
= 2.97
[
3
N
]
(12)
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where N specifies the technicolor group SU(N)TC . It is not clear how this result
would change in a non-QCD-like technicolor model. The relevant vertices are given
in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Vector-PNGB-PNGB strong
coupling.
ρ8TaµP8bP8c − 1√2 gρT fabc(pb − pc)µ
ρ±08TaµP
0±
8b P
∓ − 1
2
√
3
gρT (pb − p)µδab
3.5 Vector-meson dominance and mixing
The color-octet, isospin singlet technirho has the same quantum numbers as a
gluon. Hence these states can in principle mix in the same way that the rho and
the photon mix under the usual strong interactions. Assuming a generalization
of vector meson dominance for the gluon-P8-P8 interaction, the technirho-gluon
mixing constant is given by:
gρT−g =
√
2 gsM
2
ρT
gρT
(13)
This coupling will be important for single ρ0′8T production at hadron colliders.
3.6 Flavor dependent couplings
The coupling of technipions to ordinary fermions are induced by ETC interac-
tions and hence are model dependent. However, these couplings are generally
proportional to the fermion masses. We assume that the coupling of the neutral
technipions is flavor diagonal in order to avoid FCNC and we parameterize these
couplings in Table 6 [52].
ETC interactions also induce a direct coupling between vector resonances and
fermions which can be characterized by [51] :
AETC(ρT → f f¯) = g
2
ETC
M2ETC
M2ρT
gρT
f¯γµfǫ
µ (14)
These interactions are also flavor dependent since the ETC coupling constant gETC
is related to quark masses and hence is strongest for the top and bottom quarks.
Assuming that these interactions generate the top quark mass one can estimate :
g2ETC
M2ETC
≃ mt
4πF 3
(15)
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Table 6: Order of magnitude
of the couplings of techni-
pions to ordinary fermions,
where Vff ′ is a model depen-
dent mixing matrix.
P 0,′f f¯ mfF f¯γ5f
P 0,′8a f f¯
mf
F f¯
λa
2 γ5f
P±f f¯ ′ mfF f¯γ5fVff ′
P±8af f¯
mf
F f¯
λa
2 γ5fVff ′
3.7 Anomalous couplings
The low energy coupling of a PNGB to a pair of gauge fields B1, B2 is dominated
by the ABJ anomaly [68] because of the relation of the PNGB to the axial current
via PCAC. The coupling can be written as [50] :
SPB1B2
8
√
2π2F
εµναβǫ
µ
1ǫ
ν
2k
α
1 k
β
2 (16)
where k and ǫ are the momentum and polarization 4-vectors of the gauge bosons
and the anomaly factors SPB1B2 are model dependent. For the one-family SU(N)TC
model with F = 123 GeV the anomaly factors are listed in Table 7.
Other anomalous couplings involve the vector resonances and are the analogues
of the couplings allowing for ρ(ω) → πγ processes in QCD. They can be parame-
terized as shown in Table 8 [51].
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Table 7: PNGB anomalous couplings.
Vertex Anomaly factor S
P 0γγ e24N/
√
6
P 0γZ e22N/
√
6
(
1−4 sin2 θW
sin 2θW
)
P 0ZZ −e2N/√6
(
2−4 sin2 θW
cos2 θW
)
P 0W+W− 0
P 0′γγ −e2(4N/3√6)
P 0′γZ e2(4N/3
√
6) tan θW
P 0′ZZ −e2(4N/3√6) tan2 θW
P 0′W+W− 0
P 0′gagb g2sN/
√
6δab
P 08agbγ gseNδab
P 08agbZ gseN
1−sin2 θW
sin 2θW
δab
P 0′8agbgc g
2
sNdabc
P 0′8agbγ gseN/3δab
P 0′8agbZ −gseN/3 tan θW δab
P±γW∓ e2N/(
√
6 sin θW )
P±ZW∓ −e2N/(√6 cos θW )
P±8agbW
∓ gseN/(2 sin θW )δab
Table 8: Vector resonances anomalous couplings.
ρ±,0,0′8Taµ P
∓,0,0′
8b γν(Zν) ie
κγ(Z)
F εµναβp
α
Pp
β
γ(Z)δab
ρ±,0,0′8Taµ P
∓,0,0′
8b gνc igs
κg
F εµναβp
α
P p
β
gfabc
ρ±,0,0′8Taµ P
∓,0,0′gνb igs
κg
F εµναβp
α
P p
β
g δab
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4 Production Rates and Signatures in
Hadron Colliders
4.1 PNGB single production
We use the narrow width approximation to write a differential cross section for
partons a and b to produce a single resonance A as:
dσ(pp→ A+X)
dy
=
32π2
s
∑
a,b
Cab
(2SA + 1)
(2Sa + 1)(2Sb + 1)
Γ(A→ ab)
mA
[
fa/p(
√
τey)fb/p(
√
τe−y)
]
(17)
where the color factor is Cgg = 1/64 or Cqq¯ = 1/9, y is the rapidity of the ab system
in the pp center-of-mass frame and fa/p is the parton a distribution function inside
a proton, and τ = m2A/s.
The widths relevant for production and decay of P 0′ and P 0′8 in the one-family
model are :
Γ(P 0′ → ll¯(qq¯)) = (3)
8π
m2l(q)
F 2
mP
(
1− 4m2l(q)/m2P
)3/2
(18)
Γ(P 0′8 → qq¯) =
3
16π
m2q
F 2
mP
(
1− 4m2q/m2P
)3/2
(19)
Γ(P 0′ → gg) = α
2
s
6π3
(
N
4
)2 m3P
F 2
(20)
Γ(P 0′ → γγ) = α
2
27π3
(
N
4
)2 m3P
F 2
(21)
Γ(P 0′8 → gg) =
5α2s
24π3
(
N
4
)2 m3P
F 2
(22)
Γ(P 0′8 → gZ) =
ααs
144π3
(
N
4
)2
tan2 θW
m3P
F 2
. (23)
The rate of P 0′8 production is illustrated in Figure 1. In Figure 2 we show the
various decays widths of the P 0′8 in the one-family model.
Even though the PNGBs are copiously produced, they predominantly decay
into two (gluon or b-quark) jets and the signal is completely swamped by the
QCD background. If the PNGB mass is above the tt¯ threshold, the decay mode
P → tt¯ becomes dominant and may alter the standard QCD value of the tt¯ cross
section. This signature will be separately discussed below. The rare decay mode
P 0′8 → Zg is interesting and is under study [53] to see whether it is visible above
the background from pp→ ZgX .
For mP < mt/2, the best hope of finding P
0′ at a hadron collider is through the
rare decay modes P 0′ → γγ and P 0′ → τ+τ−. The signal in the two-photon channel
12
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)
Figure 1: Differential cross section at y = 0 for single production of ρ0′T8 (solid line) and
P 0′8 (dashed line) at the LHC in femtobarns.
would resemble that of an intermediate mass Higgs boson; the small branching ratio
(of order 0.001) is compensated by the large production rate. The signal in the
τ+τ− final state has as background the corresponding Drell-Yan process. According
to ref. 44 the effective integrated luminosity (i.e. luminosity times identification
efficiency) required to find the P 0′ in this channel would be in the range 3 × 1035
– 5× 1036cm−2 for colliders with center-of-mass energies in the range 2 – 20 TeV.
13
MP  (GeV)
Γ
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)
Figure 2: Partial widths for the decay of P 0′8 into gluon-gluon (solid line), b¯b (dashed
line), t¯t (dotted line) and Z-gluon (dot-dashed line) in the one-family model.
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4.2 PNGB pair production
The large color charge of the color-octet PNGBs produces two phenomenologi-
cal advantages. It allows them to be copiously produced at hadron colliders (see
Table 9) and it enables them to decay hadronically to two jets2. The net result
can be spectacular four-jet signals of a strongly-interacting electroweak symmetry
breaking sector. That is, one can potentially identify this new physics in multi-jet
final states without recourse to charged-lepton or missing-energy triggers. Evalu-
ating the ability of a given collider to find new colored particles in multi-jet final
states involves estimating the QCD multi-jet background, calculating the signal
from heavy particle decays, and choosing kinematic variables in which the signal
stands out cleanly above background. Such estimates have been made [54, 55] for
several types of new colored particles at both the LHC and the Tevatron.
Table 9: Production cross-sections for
color-octet scalars as a function of mass at
the Tevatron and LHC.
MP (GeV ) Collider σscalar(pb)
25 TeV 85.0
LHC —
50 TeV 0.0897
LHC 217.
100 TeV 85.0
LHC 11,900
250 TeV 0.0897
LHC 217.
500 TeV —
LHC 6.34
The QCD background for multi-jet processes can be estimated by starting with
the results of Parke and Taylor [56] for the cross-section for the maximally-helicity-
violating gg → gggg processes, assuming [54] that all non-zero helicity amplitudes
contribute equally, and employing the effective structure function approximation
F (xi) = g(xi) +
4
9
[q(xi) + q¯(xi)]. These approximations have been found [57] to
agree with exact results within the intrinsic error due to neglecting higher-order
corrections and to imperfect knowledge of αs, q
2 and the structure functions. In
order to insure that the jets will be separately detectable, it is necessary to require
that they be central and well-separated.
2By two jets, we mean either a light quark anti-quark pair or two gluons; a PNGB decaying
preferentially to a tt¯ pair would have a very different signature.
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Signal events are those arising from pair-production and two-jet decays of col-
ored PNGBs. The production cross section [44] for a real colored scalar (P ) in the
D-dimensional representation of SU(3)color is
dσ
dtˆ
(qq¯ → PP ) = πα
2
s
9sˆ2
kDβ
2(1− z2), (24)
for quark anti-quark annihilation and
dσ
dtˆ
(gg → PP ) = πα
2
skD
sˆ2
(
kD
D
− 3
32
(1− β2z2)
)
(1− 2V + 2V 2), (25)
for gluon fusion. Here z = cos θ∗ measures the partonic c.m. scattering angle, sˆ
is the partonic c.m. energy squared, kD is the Dynkin index of the D-dimensional
SU(3)color representation (k8 = 3),
V = 1− 1− β
2
1− β2z2 , (26)
and
β2 = 1− 4m2P/sˆ, (27)
where mP is the mass of the scalar. As stated above, the PNGBs are assumed to
decay to two jets, resulting in four-jet events. In order to insure that the decay jets
will be detectable, one must require them to be central and well-separated using
the same cuts applied to the QCD background
Even for central, well-separated jets, the QCD background is large enough that
some care must be used in choosing the kinematic variables in which to search for
the signal. For instance, the enhancement in dσ/d
√
(sˆ) above the new particle’s
pair-production threshold is too small to be detectable. However, the following
strategy brings out the signal: Given a four-jet event, consider all possible parti-
tions of the jets into two clusters of two jets each. Choose the partition with the two
clusters closest in squared invariant mass, and define the “balanced cluster mass”
mbal as the average of the cluster masses. Then if the cross-section is considered
as a function of mbal, the signal will cluster about mbal = mnew particle while the
background will not. The signal can be further enhanced by imposing a relatively
large minimum-pT cut on the jets; the background is strongly peaked at low pT due
to the infrared singularities of QCD and the signal is not. An illustration of this
method is shown in Figure 3 below. Analyses of this kind indicate that real scalar
color-octet particles of a mass as high as 325 GeV should be visible at the LHC if
a pT cut of about 170 GeV is employed
3. The lower end of the visible mass range
depends strongly on just how energetic (pminT ) and well-separated (∆R) jets must
be in order for an event to be identified as containing four distinct jets. Discovery
3This is derived by scaling from the result in ref. 55.
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Figure 3: Four-jet rate dσdmbal at a 17 TeV collider
with pminT of 100 GeV. QCD background (hatched)
and 240 GeV technipion signal are shown. No res-
olution effects included. Taken from ref. 52.
of color-octet scalars at the Tevatron is likely to be difficult; it is estimated that
those potentially accessible at the Tevatron are so light (of order 10-20 GeV) that
they would already have been seen at LEP if they carried electroweak quantum
numbers [55].
4.3 Vector resonance production
Once again we employ the narrow width approximation and the production cross
section of equation 17. The ρ0′T8 can always decay to either gg or qq¯ via its mixing
with the gluon using the assumption of a generalized vector meson dominance.
Hence the partial widths relevant for ρ0′T8 production are given by :
Γ(ρ0′T8 → gg) =
α2s
2αρ
mρ (28)
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Γ(ρ0′T8 → qq¯) =
5α2s
6αρ
mρ (29)
In Figure 1 we compare the single production cross section of the ρ0′T8 and P
0′
8 at
the LHC.
While the widths (28) and (29) are important for ρ0′T8 production, if kinemati-
cally allowed the dominant decay mode is into two colored PNGB:
Γ(ρ0′8T → P8P8) =
αρT
4
mρ
(
1− 4m2P/m2ρ
)3/2
. (30)
In this case the ρ0′T8 contributes strongly to the cross section for color-octet PNGB
pair production discussed in the previous subsection and improves the signal.
In models where the above decay is not kinematically accessible, the ρ0′T8 is very
narrow (Γ ≃ 4 GeV) and it decays primarily into dijets. The authors of ref. 37
conclude that, “up to questions of resolution, acceptance and background” the
ρ0′T8 may be observable at the Tevatron for Mρ0′T8 ∼ 200–600 GeV. A preliminary
analyses from CDF indicates that a ρ0′T8 with mass in the range 260 < Mρ0′T8 < 470
GeV has been excluded at 95% confidence level [58].
If the ρT8 are light, as in multiscale models, then one would have a sizeable cross
section for their pair production. Na¨ively, well above threshold for pair production
of vector resonances, one would expect :
σ(pp→ ρT8 +X)
σ(pp→ ρT8ρT8 +X) ≃
1
g2ρT
≃ 1
40
. (31)
Furthermore, one can pair produce all types of colored vector resonances, whereas
in the single production via gluon mixing the isosinglet ρ0′8T is dominant. This
may result in interesting decays to longitudinal electroweak gauge bosons, that
would not be shared by the single-production mechanism. One may also expect
spectacular 8–jet events that could be extracted from the generic QCD background
due to their peculiar kinematics, just as in the case of color-octet PNGB pair
production. To our knowledge, this has not been studied in the literature.
4.4 Colored PNGBs and Gauge Boson Pairs
If the electroweak symmetry breaking sector contains colored technipions, then as
shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2 they can be copiously produced at a high-energy
hadron collider. In addition to detecting the technipions directly, one can detect
them after they have re-scattered into pairs ofW or Z particles. For example, in the
one-family technicolor model P 0,±8 P
0,±
8 →WW or ZZ. Therefore, in these models
the production of gauge boson pairs through gluon fusion includes a contribution
from loops of colored technipions. As suggested by Bagger, Dawson, and Valencia
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[59], this mechanism can lead to a significant enhancement in the number of gauge-
boson pairs observed at a hadron collider.
This leads to an intriguing possibility. Colored technipions may be produced
and observed at the LHC (or another high-energy hadron collider). Because they
are produced strongly, there may be no way to infer that they are in fact technip-
ions and are associated with electroweak symmetry breaking sector. However, the
combination of their discovery with the observation of a large number of gauge-
boson pairs may permit us to deduce that the colored scalars are PNGB’s of the
symmetry breaking sector [60].
The contribution of loops of colored technipions to the production of gauge-
boson pairs through gluon fusion was calculated to leading order in chiral pertur-
bation theory in ref. 59. Unfortunately, general considerations [61] show that in
theories with many Goldstone bosons, chiral perturbation theory breaks down at
very low energies. In the one-family model, for example, chiral perturbation theory
breaks down at a scale of order 440 GeV! This precludes the possibility of making
accurate predictions of the number of ZZ and WW events in such a theory and,
for this reason, we refrain from reporting a specific number of events.
Nonetheless, the number of events expected is quite large. In Figure 4 we plot
the ZZ differential cross section as a function of ZZ invariant mass at the LHC in
a toy O(N) scalar-model [60]. The parameters of the O(N) model were chosen so
that the size of signal is representative of what one might expect in a one-family
technicolor model. Note that there are almost an order of magnitude more events
due to gluon fusion than due to the continuum qq¯ annihilation for ZZ invariant
masses between 300 GeV and 1 TeV. The observation of such a large two gauge-
boson pair rate at a hadron collider would be compelling evidence that the EWSB
sector couples to color.
4.5 Enhancement of tt¯ production
The t¯t production rate and associated pair–mass and momentum distributions mea-
sured in Tevatron Collider experiments may probe flavor physics that lies beyond
the standard model. Top–quark production can be significantly modified from
QCD expectations by the resonant production of scalar or vector particles with
masses of order 400− 500 GeV. Such particles naturally arise in many models of
electroweak symmetry and flavor physics. The effects of both colored and colorless
resonances have recently been studied in detail [62, 63].
The color–octet technipion, ηT , expected to occur in multiscale models [16] of
walking technicolor [10] can easily double the t¯t rate. In general, an ηT occurs in
technicolor models which have color–triplet techniquarks [24, 42]. The production
in hadron collisions via gluon fusion of a “standard” ηT—the one occurring in a
one-family technicolor model and having decay constant F = 123 GeV and nominal
couplings to quarks and gluons—has been shown [44, 62, 64] to increase the t¯t rate
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Figure 4: The ZZ differential cross section in
nb/GeV vs. MZZ in a toy O(N) scalar-model with
three color-octet PNGBs (solid curve), and the
continuum qq¯ annihilation background (dashed
curve). A pseudo-rapidity cut |η| < 2.5 is imposed
on the final state Z’s. From ref. 57.
by only 15% . Because of uncertainties in QCD corrections to the standard model
t¯t rate, this is unlikely to be observable. In multiscale models, however, the ηT
decay constant is much smaller, F ∼ 20 − 40 GeV. For MηT = 400 − 500 GeV,
this small decay constant produces a measurably larger t¯t rate. We illustrate this
effect in Figure 5.
To understand why multiscale technicolor implies a much larger ηT → t¯t rate,
consider σ(pp¯→ ηT → t¯t). For a relatively narrow ηT , it is given by
σ(pp¯→ ηT → t¯t) ≃ π
2
2s
Γ(ηT → gg) Γ(ηT → t¯t)
MηT Γ(ηT )
∫ YB
−YB
dyB z0 f
(p)
g (
√
τeyB) f (p)g (
√
τe−yB) .
(32)
Here, f (p)g is the gluon distribution function in the proton, τ = M
2
ηT
/s, yB is the
boost rapidity of the subprocess frame, and z0 is the maximum value of z = cos θ
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Figure 5: The t¯t invariant mass distribution in
the presence of an ηT , in p¯p collisions at Ecm =
1800 GeV, for mt = 175 GeV and MηT = 450
GeV, FQ = 30 GeV and Ct = −1/3. The QCD
(dotted curve), ηT → t¯t and its interference with
the QCD amplitude (dashed), and total (solid)
rates have been multiplied by 1.62 to take higher
order corrections into account. No rapidity cut
is applied to the top quarks. From ref. 64.
allowed by kinematics and fiducial cuts [44]. The decay widths of the ηT are
essentially those given for P 0′8 widths in section 4.1 – though the factor of
3
16pi
in
equation (19) is more generally
C2q
16pi
where Cq depends on the details of the ETC
model. The key point here is that, unless Cq is less than about 0.2 for the top
quark, the cross section is simply proportional to Γ(ηT → gg) and the form of
this decay rate is fairly model-independent: it depends only on the technicolor and
color representations of the ηT and on F
−2. Thus, the small decay constant of the
ηT in multiscale technicolor implies a large σ(pp¯→ ηT → t¯t) [62].
If an ηT with multiscale dynamics produces an excess of t¯t events, then there
also must be color–octet technirhos, ρT , which have flavor–blind couplings to quarks
and gluons. The models discussed in [16, 37] indicate that they have mass in the
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range 200 − 600 GeV, making them potentially accessible to the Tevatron. If the
technirhos decay primarily to pairs of technipions, the latter may be sought via
their expected decays to heavy quarks and leptons. On the other hand, it is quite
possible that at least one of these ρT decays predominantly into gg and q¯q. If
techni-isospin breaking is appreciable, the ρT will be approximately ideally mixed
states ρUU and ρDD. In this case, a ρDD decaying primarily to dijets can be seen
either as a resonance in the dijet invariant mass distribution or (assuming good
b-jet identification and reconstruction efficiency) a more prominent resonance in
the bb¯ distribution. If techni-isospin breaking is small, the ρT will be more difficult
to see [62].
More generally, many models of the relationship between the top quark and
electroweak symmetry breaking (e.g. models with technicolor, top condensation
[66], or extra gauge bosons) suggest the possibility of new color-singlet or color-
octet vector resonances coupling strongly to the top quark. A recent study of the
effects of such resonances on t¯t production is quite encouraging. Resonances as
heavy as 700− 800 GeV can increase the total production cross-section, alter the
t¯t invariant mass distribution (e.g. by the visible presence of a resonance) and
noticeably distort the pT distributions for either the W or the top quark (typically
by adding more events at higher pT ). It appears that a sample of as few as 100
top quarks could be very informative. These ideas are discussed in greater detail
in ref. 67.
5 Production Rates and Signatures in
e+e− Machines
5.1 Neutral PNGBs
The lightest of the PNGBs will be neutral under both color and electromagnetism.
If light enough, a neutral PNGB can be singly produced at LEP via an ABJ
anomaly [68] coupling to pairs of electroweak gauge bosons. While early studies
[69] underestimated the rate of PNGB production at the Z resonance, later work
[70] showed that the relevant Z branching rates can be large enough to render
these particles visible. Here, we summarize the possibilities at LEP, LEP II and
hadron colliders for detecting neutral PNGBs. Since a given model may have
several neutral PNGBs (e.g. the one-family technicolor model has both P 0 and
P 0
′
), we denote these particles collectively as φ in this section.
The dominant decay mode of a PNGB in a given technicolor model depends
both on the gauge couplings of the technifermions and on any interactions coupling
technifermions to ordinary fermions. A neutral colorless PNGB produced by Z-
decay can certainly decay to an off-shell Z plus another electroweak gauge boson
(photon or Z). It may also be able to decay to a pair of photons; if allowed, this
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mode dominates over decays via off-shell Z’s. If some technifermions are colored,
the PNGB may have an anomaly coupling allowing it to decay to gluons. If the
PNGB gets its mass from effective four-fermion interactions (e.g. due to extended
technicolor), then it will be able to decay to an f f¯ pair. Finally, in some models,
the PNGB may decay dominantly to particles in an invisible sector.
The dominant production mode for a PNGB at LEP is generally the Z → γφ
process, for which the rate is:
Γ(Z → γφ) = 5.7× 10−6GeV
(
246GeV
F
)2
(NTCAφZγ)
2
(
1− M
2
φ
M2Z
)3
(33)
where F is the techni-pion decay constant, NTC is the number of technicolors, and
AφZγ is proportional to the anomaly factor SPB1B2 discussed earlier
SφZγ = 2
√
2gg′NTCAφZγ . (34)
Clearly the rate depends heavily on the mass of the PNGB, the size of the tech-
nicolor gauge group and the strength of the anomaly coupling. It can easily vary
from a value which is highly visible at LEP (10−5 GeV) to one which is essentially
invisible (10−7 GeV or less).
LEP searches for neutral PNGBs (φ) in the Z → γφ channel can exploit all
the possible decay modes [70, 71]. The three photon final state would provide a
dramatic signal of non-standard physics. If it occurred at a rate greater than 10−5,
the sheer number of events would indicate the presence of non-standard physics.
If it occurred at a lower rate, the distinctive kinematics of the signal could still
distinguish it from background. The final states with missing energy plus photon(s)
would be a definite indication of new physics because of the negligible standard
model background. Finally, while the large background would probably make jets
plus photon the hardest signal to extract, isolation and minimum energy cuts
should make this feasible as well.
A Z → γφ decay rate of approximately 2 × 10−6 GeV would be required to
make the PNGB potentially visible in a sample of 107 Z bosons. For a model with
given values of F , N and AφZγ, the mass of the heaviest PNGB for which the decay
rate achieves that size is
Mφ < 91GeV
√√√√√1−
(
(F/123GeV)
3.3NTCAφZγ
) 2
3
. (35)
We can use the values of the anomaly factors for P 0 and P 0
′
quoted earlier in
Table 7 to evaluate this mass bound in the one-family technicolor model. For the
isosinglet PNGB P 0
′
MP 0′ < 91GeV
√√√√1− ( 6.9
NTC
) 2
3
(36)
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so that for NTC = 7 the Z would radiatively decay to an 8 GeV P
0′ with a large
enough rate, while for NTC = 8 the Z would decay with a sufficiently large rate to
a P 0
′
as heavy as 28 GeV. The Z decay to the isotriplet P 0, on the other hand,
would have a tiny rate for technicolor groups of this size, because the anomaly
factor is proportional to (1− 4 sin2 θ).
A large Z → γφ decay rate is necessary but not sufficient to ensure visibility:
various cuts must also be employed to distinguish signal from background. A
more detailed analysis [70, 71] demonstrates that LEP experiments can expect
to detect PNGBs of masses up to about 65 GeV (e.g. in models with a larger
Z → γφ decay rate than in one-family technicolor with small N). Note that this is
substantially higher than the mass of the heaviest color-neutral electrically-charged
PNGB accessible to LEP – the kinematic limit for charged particles is MZ/2.
Two factors enhance the PNGB signal relative to the standard model back-
ground at LEP. The final state is two-body while the background generally re-
quires the direct production of at least three final-state particles. And the signal is
a (rare) decay of the Z resonance while the dominant background is non-resonant.
The second of these advantages will be missing at higher-energy electron-positron
colliders, where the PNGB will instead be produced through off-shell Z’s or pho-
tons. This is sufficient to render the PNGB essentially invisible at LEP II or an
NLC. Though the signal events would still be striking, there will be too few, both
in absolute terms and relative to the backgrounds, to allow detection. The preced-
ing remarks may be modified in multiscale models, where the anomalous coupling
can be enhanced by the smaller value of F , increasing the number of events at
higher-energy electron-positron colliders [75].
The possibility of detecting the PNGB in the Z → f f¯φ channel at LEP has also
been considered, but this is far less promising. If the f f¯ pair is produced through an
intermediate photon or off-shell Z, the branching ratios are generally less than 10−7,
rendering these modes invisible [71, 72]. If extended-technicolor-like four-fermion
interactions allow the PNGB to couple directly to fermions, then Z → f f¯φ can
proceed via a diagram with a propagating fermion f (or f¯). Assuming the PNGB
coupling to fermions were proportional to the fermion mass, Z → bb¯φ could have a
branching ratio as large as 10−6; however in this case, the PNGB would also decay
mostly to jets, yielding a four-jet final state that could be difficult to disentangle
from standard model background [71].
5.2 Other particles
Electrically charged PNGBs whether colored or color-neutral [P±, P±3 , P
±
8 ] may be
pair-produced at electron-positron colliders so long as their mass does not exceed
the kinematic limit of
√
s/2. Presumably these particles can also be detected
essentially up to the kinematic limit. The current lower bound on the mass of
colorless electrically charged PNGBs from OPAL data is 35 GeV [74].
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Certain resonances can be detected through their effects on the process e+e− →
W+LW
−
L [77], as discussed in ref. 5. For models in which the longitudinal compo-
nents of the W and Z are strongly self-interacting, one must include rescattering
processes when computing electroweak gauge boson pair production [76]. The high
energy behavior of the spin I and isospin J scattering amplitude VLVL → VLVL
(V = W,Z) can be modeled by including resonances with the appropriate quan-
tum numbers. For example, it is claimed [77] that vector resonances of masses up
to 4 TeV in models with F = 246 GeV can be probed in this way at a
√
s = 1.5
TeV e+e− collider. An e+e− machine of similar or lower energy should be able to
decisively test multiscale models since such models have smaller values of F and
predict lighter vector resonances.
Finally, additional studies are possible if one runs an e+e− machine as a γγ
collider by employing inverse Compton scattering of a high-powered laser beam
off the fermion beams. In this case, one could study the reactions γγ → (P 0,
P 0′, P+P−, P+8 P
−
8 ) and γg → (P 08 , P 0′8 ), where the gluon in the second process
comes from one of the photons. The single P 0 and P 0′ production is similar to
standard model Higgs production, which has been studied in ref. 73. Unless F
is much smaller than v = 246 GeV, the partial widths for the P 0, P 0′ and Higgs
to decay into γγ are of the same order of magnitude (for the same value of the
scalar particle mass) and it will be difficult to distinguish among those scalars by
a measurement of the partial width. This is in contrast with two Higgs doublets
models or Minimal Supersymmetric Models, where the measurement of the γγ
partial width of the scalar (or pseudoscalar) particle can put some constraints on
the free parameters of the model. A detailed study of the processes mentioned
above has not appeared in the literature.
6 Summary and Conclusion
In this report we have reviewed the characteristics of and constraints on realis-
tic models of dynamical symmetry breaking. We have focused on properties of
the extra colored pseudoscalars and vector particles generically predicted by such
models. These are examples of particles associated with the electroweak symmetry
breaking sector that can be strongly produced at hadron colliders. The phenomenol-
ogy of strong scattering of longitudinally polarized electroweak gauge bosons and
possible color singlet resonances (such as the techni-rho, techni-omega and techni-
sigma) can be found in ref. 5. Similarly, the phenomenology of color-triplet scalar
and vector particles that arise in these models is analogous to that of leptoquarks
and is covered in ref. 46, at least in the case where those particles decay to first-
or second-generation fermions. In Table 10 we summarize the discovery reach of
different machines.
A number of issues deserve further study. For example, we have said very
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little about phenomenology of color-octet vector resonances. The only study of
these states was performed in ref. 37 in the context of multiscale models (for
the SSC), where optimistic assumptions about jet resolution were used. More
detailed analyses of the LHC discovery reach for such particles are clearly necessary.
On the topic of colored scalars and vectors in general, it would be natural to
assume that they decay predominantly to third-generation fermions. We expect
that such particles could be detected up to the kinematic limit at an e+e− collider of
sufficient luminosity. Using events with one or more tagged t-quark(s) should allow
for substantial discovery reach in hadron colliders as well, but detailed detector-
dependent studies will be required to evaluate this reach.
Finally, we note that in models where the technifermions do not carry color the
ETC gauge-boson responsible for generating the top-quark mass must be colored
and may be light enough to be pair-produced at the LHC. While this process
has been studied at the parton-level at the SSC [78], further work is needed to
understand the potential at the LHC.
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Table 10: Discovery reach of different accelerators for particles associated with realistic models of a
strong EWSB sector.
Particle Tevatron LHC LEP I LEP II TLC
P 0′ — 110− 150 GeVa 8 GeVb ; 28 GeVb —c —c
P 0 — — — — —
P+P− — 400 GeVd 35 GeVe 100 GeVf 500 GeVf
P 0′8 (ηT ) 400 − 500 GeVg 325 GeVh — — —
P 08 10− 20 GeVh 325 GeVh,i — — —
P+8 P
−
8 10− 20 GeVh,i 325 GeVh,i 45 GeVe 100 GeVf 500 GeVf
P+3 P
−
3 —
i —i — 100 GeVf 500 GeVf
a Decay mode P 0′ → γγ , similar to a light neutral Higgs [79].
b Decay mode Z → γP 0′, assuming a one-family model, with NTC = 7 and NTC = 8
respectively; no reach for NTC < 7; for larger ZγP
0′ couplings, the discovery reach
extends to 65 GeV [70, 71, 72].
c No reach for one-family model; possibility of reach for the Lane-Ramana [37]
multiscale model in the processes e+e− → Pγ , Pe+e− [75]. The discovery reach
could be greatly improved if the TLC operates in a γγ mode.
d Estimated from work on charged Higgs detection (via gb → tH− → tt¯b) for
tanβ ≃ 1, mt = 180 GeV, 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity and assuming a b-
tagging efficiency ǫb = 0.3 [80].
e Current OPAL limit [74]. The kinematic limit is MZ/2.
f Kinematical limits for LEP200 and a 1 TeV e+e− collider (TLC) [81].
g Contribution to the t¯t cross section in multiscale models [62].
h QCD pair production of colored PNGBs with decay into 4 jets [55].
i QCD pair production of colored PNGBs, each decaying to tt¯, tb¯, tτ or tντ should
allow higher reach in mass. This has yet to be studied.
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